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At first glance, collecting Sheila Cornelius, New Chinese Cinema: 
Challenging Representations and the recent translated collection Cinema and 
Desire: Feminist Marxism and Cultural Politics in the Work o f Dai Jinhua under 
the heading of one review may seem incongruous. Cornelius’ book is 
intended as an accessible introduction to recent Chinese cinema. Relying
on English language sources and a prose style that speaks directly to an 
uninitiated and general film audience, she works to convey the specificity 
of these films in terms of their broad Chinese social and political contexts. 
Dai's collection, smartly edited by Jing Wang and Tani E. Barlow, translates 
for an English readership a fuller range of this mainland scholar^ criticism 
that has yet appeared in Euro-American publication. It displays a style 
that is highly conscious of its theoretical and cultural position in Chinese 
language contexts (and by extension the world) as it addresses a wide 
range of popular artifacts — mainly film, but also television, popular 
culture, publishing and public space.
Yet despite their distinct places of enunciation and address, 
discussing these two works in relation to one another foregrounds an 
imperative for questioning the kinds of scholarship on recent Chinese 
cinema made possible by particular critical and academic locations — what 
such approaches enable and where their potential uses and difficulties lie. 
Certainly, as is the premise from which both Cornelius and Dai begin, the 
1980s and 1990s witnessed rapid changes in mainland Chinese cinema, a 
period over which intensifications of globalization and commercialization 
presented both difficulties and opportunities to so-called ufifth?, and usixth 
generation” filmmakers in their struggles to produce films. What becomes 
significant in this context is not only the circulation (to film festivals and 
academic settings, for example) simultaneously encouraged and impeded 
by the domestic and global socio-political spaces negotiated by these 
filmmakers, but also in the kinds of scholarly translation and address such 
positionings are deemed to necessitate — particularly (as Dai’s writings are 
especially aware) regarding the roles demanded of history in the face of 
globalization, commercialization and the travel of theory. To the extent that 
Chinese cinemas have been utilized to further film theories within the 
Western academy (theories of poststructuralism, of transnational media 
and so on), Cornelius' insistence on introducing mainland cinema within 
its specific socio-historical context may constitute an important 
intervention. The question of history is a central concern for the “fifth
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generation” filmmakers that so prominently occupy her book， though 
certainly to different purposes than historical contextualization. Dai Jinhua 
describes these filmmakers' particular relationship in terms of their 
“unspeakable historical unconscious” （14) in a reference to the absent 
presence of the Cultural Revolution in their films that leaves them yearning 
for an irrecoverable or fragmented past. At the same time faced with the 
onslaught of commercialized and global capital, their films (especially of 
the 1980s) lie in two potential yet related positions at the rift between 
history and culture — at a generalized impasse as, for Cornelius, the search 
for cultural roots evidenced in their films fails to provide any path toward 
a future, or, following the more demanding phrasing of Dai Jinhua, into the 
“仕ap” of an aporia of language as they are unable to locate a critically 
historical consciousness for the present.
Intertwined with these negotiations history is the question of 
cinema’s relationship to the state. Cornelius places both “fifth” and “sixth 
generation” films in opposition to hegemonic structures of the 1980s and 
1990s — against not only a state centered around the legacy of Mao and 
subsequent market reform but also dominant (and implicitly past) 
representational practices, as new modes of expression for mainland 
cinema are largely enabled by international film festivals and funding. 
Popular criticism following Chinese cinema’s transnational currency in 
international film festivals has certainly resonated with this view _  one 
that is perhaps advantageously accessible in its presentation to new 
viewers of mainland cinema (the target readership of Cornelius? book) the 
basic structures significant to a general cultural and industrial 
understanding of this “national” entity as it faces the world. Yet at the same 
time, its structure suggests a binarized field of interpretation of these films 
as being either in compliance with or breaking from their national political 
and historical contexts. Any nuanced negotiation of historical or political 
continuities is subsumed in a rhetoric of the “newness” of recent cinema in 
relation to a generalized Chinese context. What becomes central here in 
distinguishing the kinds of scholarship available for an English language
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readership, and what this very discussion of Dai and Cornelius enables, is 
not a search for the “authentic” approach or context for recent Chinese 
cinema, but rather an understanding of the kinds of history and cultural 
knowledge that are deemed important to explicating them.
Dai Jinhua5s project lies in placing Chinese cinema of the 1980s and 
1990s in relation to contemporary intellectual concerns that surround a 
wide variety of popular culture. She here interrogates the ways in which 
history is utilized by not only the artist or filmmaker but also the critic — 
categories that, as evidenced in her awareness of her own changing 
relationship to theory and the role of the intellectual, develop in flux over 
the course of the past two decades. Her approach thus suggests a more 
negotiated sense of the artist and critic’s relationship to their political and 
historical contexts as she recognizes both continuities and breaks across the 
divide of the 1980s and 1990s. Insightfully questioning the very idea of 
periodization， for example, she argues that the rhetoric of “generations” 
prominent in Chinese cinema often works to conceal a field that is not as 
ideologically new and oppositional as its labels might imply. This critique 
of the discourse of “newness” common to criticism of Chinese film allows 
her to be particularly critical of cinematic representations of women. If one 
is attentive not simply to breaks but also continuities in filmmaking 
practice, one might realize that representations of women are certainly not 
liberated (and in fact, according to her, largely remain invisible) in new 
cultural and cinematic contexts. Similarly, recent public shopping malls, 
despite (or rather because of) their commercialized settings, stand in ironic 
tension with earlier political notions of the square as a place for revolution 
in the P.R.C. The distinct ways in which each book works to translate such 
spaces for an English language readership (Dai doubly so, through her 
linguistic 仕anslation) suggests the importance of multiple and flexible 
forms of scholarship. Dai’s approach, engaging both cultural studies and 
film theories, works to explicate and translate mainland media spaces 
through the analysis and medium of a located, yet simultaneously global 
understanding of theory's relationship to history. Cornelius works to
explain to a more global set of readers (regardless of their familiarity with 
academic discourse) the broad cultural contexts for understanding recent 
Chinese cinema. Somewhere in between the two approaches — in their 
constant negotiation perhaps — lies a methodology and pedagogy that 
remains theoretically nuanced in its understanding of history and its uses 
in the present, while at the same time remaining accessible to a wide range 
of readers, including those of the introductory classroom. It is in making 
such links across different modes of scholarship where the possibilities for 
interrogating what constitutes the significant contexts and points for 
analysis in recent mainland Chinese film may lie.
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